The Criminal Justice Summit – 20 – 22 August 2018 • Te Rauparaha Arena • Porirua

Public Engagement Principles: • Evidence informed • Belief that we can effect change • Every voice is heard • Transparent & Open • Accountable • Transformative

Launches the public engagement, starts to build momentum to explore possible solutions allow people to contribute to the shaping of the reform, to connect and share ideas, provide feedback to government on how the CJS could be different and to go home and take action in their communities.

The Summit | The experience

MCs: Marcus Akutuha-Brown, Alison Mau

**Reception: Grand Hall, Parliament**
- Prime Minister's address:
  - Set the challenge for the summit
  - Articulate the vision for future CJS and how we do this work.
- Minister Little:
  - Launch the public conversation and articulate his commitment to the vision
- Facebook live: Ministers Little, Nash, Davis, Parker & Martin (TBC)
  - By invite: include Advisory Group and key speakers, Ngāti Toa & Porirua City Council.

**Day 2: Context**
Haka Pōwhiri
Introduction and orientation
- Introduction of Ministers by S9(2)(a) • S9(2)(a)
- Minister Little supported by Ministers Davis and Nash outline the intent, mandate, and acknowledge current context

**Individual reflection – share at table**
Listening to lived realities:
- Under Secretary Logie opening comments and introduce lived experience of being in/working in the system
- Yesterday & today – Ministers/CVA: Minister Davis talks about the disproportionate number of Māori in the system
  - Move into three panels on:
    - Victims (led by Dr Kim McGregor)
    - Disproportionate number of Māori in the system (led by Minister Davis)
    - System issues for preventing crime (led by Minister Nash)

**Closing perspective on the day**
- Minister Little supported by Ministers Davis and Nash

**Day 3: Context**
Reflections from Day 2
- Shift from past to future:
  - Led by Minister Little supported by the Advisory Group
  - Now and next:
    - Minister Davis highlights Corrections programme of change
    - Breakouts on the following focus areas:
      - Tackling bias • Improving workplaces • Supporting whānau
      - Supporting people in prison and their families • More effective sentencing • Keeping people safely in the community • Preventing harm
    - Leading change

**Long term vision:**
- Small group sessions discussing the long term
- Playback following past to future sessions
- Call to action:
  - Come together to unite on a personal call to action and empower participants to be advocates within their communities

**Countdown to the Summit**
- 16 days
- Suggestions for invites to be sent to: safeandeffective@justice.govt.nz

Other ideas:
- Active audience participation platform
- Values eliciting
- Kōreo Pono
- Live streaming of sessions
- Suggestions will be sent to regional meetings and future summits

Incorporating the voice of children
- School Kit activity installation
- Vox Pop of what justice means to kids

Next steps:
- Commence development of regional criminal justice event plan
- Media plan under development